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Twin Otter Rebirth
Trans Maldivian Airways was the launch customer 
for the floatplane version of the Series 400 Twin 
Otter.  All images Viking
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W
estern Canada’s Viking, newly 
manufacturing the classic de 
Havilland Canada DHC-6 
Twin Otter, had a good year 
in 2011.  In May, with its first 

five aircraft complete and ten more in final 
assembly, Viking was granted full Transport 
Canada production approval for its upgraded 
Twin Otter Series 400.  Then, at the Paris air 
show, Viking trumpeted the delivery of the first 
of a dozen Series 400s to the government of 
Peru for resupply of its remote jungle stations.  
Next, PT Airfast was declared as a new 
customer, ordering four of the 19-seat STOL 
workhorses for charter to the Indonesia mining 
industry.  Finally, Viking announced delivery 
of the last of three Series 400s (in its current 
order) to legacy Twin Otter operator Trans 
Maldivian Airways (TMA), launch customer for 
the floatplane version.  

In an unprecedented move, Viking has 
brought an almost 50-year-old design back into 
full assembly-line production after a hiatus of 
almost 25 years.  But there have been significant 
upgrades.  Most visibly, the Series 400 has 
a new Honeywell ‘glass cockpit’ and 21st 
century avionics.  Less visibly, it has new, more 
powerful Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-34 
turboprops and Hartzell propellers.  And almost 
invisibly, it includes a growing number of light, 
maintenance-free composite components.  
These changes are designed to provide 
evolutionary improvements in safety and 
maintainability; lower acquisition, operating and 
maintenance costs; and carefree operations.  

Trans Maldivian Airways already operated 
22 Twin Otters, serving some 30 atoll resorts 
scattered about the Indian Ocean island nation.  
But TMA’s youngest Series 300 is well over 25 
years old.  “It’s a very, very sturdy aircraft, but 
we have to bring down the average age of our 
fleet,” said TMA’s Managing Director, Edward 
Alsford.  He laughs, and then adds: “After all, 
our Series 200 is older than me.”  When TMA 
received its first Series 400 in 2011, Edward 
said there had been some concerns that the 
‘play station’ cockpit might not be able to 
handle ‘rough seas’.  “But it’s just completed 
its first 250 hours.  Our pilots have reported no 
problems so, hand on heart, I’m happy,” he 
told AIR International.

Viking is carving a Twin  
Otter-shaped niche in some 
very difficult markets with its 
21st century Series 400  
version of the type,  
as Joe Woodard explains
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1 Both variants of Viking’s Series 400 Twin Otter.   2 The all-new, all-glass cockpit of the Viking Series 
400 Twin Otter.
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Viking launched production of its upgraded 
Series 400 Twin Otters in 2007 and delivered 
the first to Swiss operator Zimex in 2010 for use 
in the Ugandan oil fields.  Since then, Viking’s 
order book has grown to 58 aircraft, with a 
CAD$300 million backlog filling its order book 
well into 2014.  The current production rate, 
one per month, will grow to one-and-a-half per 
month by late 2012 and then plateau at two 
per month a year later.  This represents solid, 
promising growth into an almost captive market.  

Back to the Future  
De Havilland Canada (DHC) produced 844 
Series 100, 200 and 300 Twin Otters between 
1966 and 1988, allowing Viking to tout the 
type as “the best selling 19-seat regional 
aircraft of all time”.  But when de Havilland 
Canada was purchased, first by Boeing and 
then by Bombardier, only the more glamorous 
Dash 8 commuterliner seemed to have any 
future.

Viking, originally a maintenance provider for 
Grumman flying boats, had been producing 
spare parts for DHC since the 1970s and 
it leapt at the chance to purchase the type 
certificates for the rest of the line, from DHC-
1 to DHC-7.  This gave it the rights to the 
Chipmunk trainer; the Beaver and its Turbo-
Beaver conversion; the Otter and Turbo-Otter 
conversion; the Twin Otter; the Caribou and 
Buffalo military transports; and the four-engine 
Dash 7.  “We are de Havilland Canada,” 
boasted Viking Vice president Rob Mauracher 
at the Viking assembly line at Calgary 
International Airport.  

“You can bring a proven, upgraded airframe 
back into production for $50 to $60 million,” 
said Mauracher.  “With a brand-new airframe, 
you’d be looking at $120-150 million.”  
Development and certification costs must be 
balanced against any potential savings, he 
continues, since those costs must be passed 
on to the customers “who still have to make 
money with 19 seats”.

The Series 400’s Honeywell avionics are 
clearly a money-saver.  “The avionics and 
system indicators count on the Series 300 
was 129 different part numbers; on the Series 
400, it’s 20,” Mauracher says.  Yet they offer a 
spectrum of new capabilities, such as a traffic 
collision avoidance system, an aural warning 
system, cockpit voice and flight data recorders, 
GpS, a moving map display, an optional 
enhanced ground proximity warning system 
and, some day soon when customer demand 
makes it commercially feasible, the Honeywell 
synthetic vision system.  Astounding new tools 
for any ‘just kick the tyres’ bush pilot.  

Trial by Speedboat  
Honeywell’s primus Apex suite, with two 
primary flight and two multi-function displays, 
is a development of its primus Epic series 
for corporate jets.  In redesigning the 
avionics for utility operations, Honeywell 
faced some challenges, according to John 
Todd, Honeywell’s Vice president for General 
Aviation Sales, in phoenix, Arizona.  First, 
and simplest, the displays and controls 
had to be re-jigged for FAA part 23 single-
pilot operations.  Second, a common core 
architecture had to be built that could be 
inexpensively modified for different airframes.  

Third, and most difficult, the system had to be 
guaranteed ‘robust’.  

The primus Apex launch application was 
the pilatus pC-12 for use by Australia’s Flying 
Doctor Service, which involves rough work, 
but the system powers up and aligns itself 
on dry land.  For the Twin Otter application, 
Viking had to be convinced that the navigation 
system was “robust enough to align itself 
while bobbin’ around on a windy lake” – as 
Honeywell’s Todd told AIR International.  So 
they mounted the primus Apex suite on 
floats, moored it out on a lake, borrowed a 
speedboat and started churning up the water, 
bouncing the avionics around while they were 
put through “multiple, multiple, many multiple 
power-ups, bobbin’ around as we’re trying 
to power up”.  After a week of this ‘torture 
testing’, Viking was finally convinced the 
system was indeed robust enough for its bush 
plane.  

Honeywell also set out to keep its avionics 
affordable.  “The common approach isn’t for 
free,” says Honeywell project manager Freddie 

Zonooz, “but you can develop a common 
core avionics [system] that’s extremely flexible, 
and then give it an aircraft-specific interface 
for the hydraulics, power plant and air data 
inputs.”  In developing type-specific digital 
acquisition units (DAUs), feeding a common 
core, Honeywell was looking to reduce avionics 
development costs to 50% of the norm; in 
fact its engineers got it down to 25%, as Todd 
brags.  Then come the high-tech spin-offs: 
dramatically reduced certification delays and 
time-to-market, an exponential increase in 
reliability and the capacity for ‘plug and play’ 
upgrades through the life of the aircraft.  

Trans Maldivian Airways’ Alsford said his 
legacy Twin Otter pilots were certified on 
the new model after just three classes and a 
test flight.  The ease of transition and fleet 
continuity meant there was really no other 
competitor for their need.  “But it’s almost 
too much avionics for the type of flying we 
do,” Alsford chuckles.  “Our longest leg is just 
45 minutes, and most of our flights are a lot 
shorter than that.” 

Stronger, Lighter, Carefree 
Series 400 specifications are almost unchanged 
from those of its immediate predecessor, the 
series 300.  It has the same 12,500lb (5,670kg) 
maximum take-off weight and the same, 
biggest-in-class 420sq ft (39m2) wing, giving 
it the same 58kts (107km/h) stalling speed.  
Otherwise, its respectable 180kts (334km/h) 
maximum cruising speed may be only 10kts 
(19km/h) higher than that of the legacy Twin 
Otters, but empty weight is down a couple 
of hundred pounds to 6,881lb (3,121kg) and 
payload-range figures are up by roughly 
as much at 4,280lb (1,941kg) over 100nm 
(185km), or 3,250lb (1,474kg) over 400nm 
(740km).  The Series 400 has clearly undergone 
some serious weight control.  

Viking has replaced airframe aluminium 
with composites in an evolutionary, rather than 
revolutionary, way – with the nose cone, doors 
and fairings the first to ‘go plastic’.  “We saved 
20lb [9kg] on the nose cone alone,” said Viking 
supplier David paradis of Montreal-based 

composites manufacturer Delastek.  “We’re 
getting components 20% lighter, stronger and 
more durable.  But we still have to go step-by-
step.” 

There are hidden capital costs in the new 
composite components, paradis told AIR 
International.  For example, Viking had to 
painstakingly digitise DHC’s 1960s paper 
blueprints and then document all the real 
discrepancies between those design drawings 
and the original production practices.  “You 
can’t adjust composite parts the way you 
can aluminium,” he explained.  “You have to 
produce them to fit first time.”  Then there’s 
the unavoidable testing that comes with 
each new component because, for example, 
composites do not expand and contract with 
hot and cold conditions like aluminium, so 
combining them in the same airframe is not a 
simple proposition.  

“The Twin Otter is like a tank,” paradis 
said.  “It gets a lot of hard use.  So whatever 
components are changed, we have to be 
able to prove they’re not only lighter, but at 
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least as strong or stronger.”  So the all-plastic 
bush plane probably won’t happen in this 
decade.  Yet Viking is currently deliberating, 
for example, on replacing the aluminium 
airstair with a composite version.  “We have 
to look very carefully at an upgrade like that,” 
says Mauracher.  “We save 40lb [18kg] on the 
airstair door going to composites, and that 
alone is pretty significant over an aircraft’s 
lifetime.  Then there are all the maintenance 
savings.  But you have to be able to recover 
the development costs.” 

New Old Power
Evolution rather than revolution was also 
the principle behind Viking’s engine choice, 
moving up from the 1970s-era Pratt & Whitney 
Canada PT6A-27 to its PT6A-34 (or optional 
A-35).  “It’s almost a drop-in from a structural 
point of view,” said Nick Kanellias, P&W 
Canada’s general manager for utility, military 
and general aviation programmes in Montreal.  
“But in the same box, you get more power, 
20% better specific fuel consumption and 
better durability.”

The gearbox rating is boosted from 680 to 
750shp and there’s an extra 130eshp ‘thermal’ 
from the jet pipes, yet the time between 
overhauls has risen from 3,600 to 4,000 hours, 
thanks to the PT6A-34 having more cooled 
components.  For customers selecting the 
optional engine condition trend monitoring 
system, Kanellias told AIR International that 
overhauls are ‘as needed’.  The optional A-35 
uses the same gearbox, but develops an extra 
30-40 thermal horsepower, he added.  So the 
Series 400 is a ‘late-life marriage’ of two mature 
partners.  “We’ve loved working with Viking,” 
says Kanellias.  “They have a rugged airframe, 
and we have an engine that’ll start reliably in 
any environment.”

Ironically, when the PT6A line first came out 
in the early 1960s, its centrifugal compressor 
seemed like a last gasp application of 1940s 
gas turbine technology.  “But this is no longer 
your old centrifugal compressor,” Kanellias 

laughed.  “And our combination of axial 
and centrifugal compressors has helped us 
keep the size and weight down, while we’ve 
increased both the efficiency and reliability.” 

Guardian 400
The extra margin of power from the two 
PT6A-34 turboprops has allowed Viking 
to develop the Guardian 400, a Series 400 
holding a restricted certification for military 
and government operations.  The Guardian’s 
maximum take-off weight is boosted from 
12,500lb to 14,000lb (6,350kg).  This 
permits installation of an optional 185-US 
gallon (700-litre) ‘internal patrol tank’ on the 
starboard side of the main cabin, boosting 
fuel load by more than 1,200lb (544kg) and 
maximum endurance from a standard seven 
to 12.5 hours.

Outfitted with an electro-optical/imaging 
infrared turret (like the already-trialled L-3 
Westcam MX-15), a 360° digital radar, four 
observer stations, a lavatory and a galley, 
the Guardian becomes a viable, low-cost 
sovereignty patrol and search and rescue 
platform.  An air-operable cargo door permits 
life-raft and rescue swimmer drops.  

Guardian production was kicked off in 
March 2010 with an order for six floatplanes 
from Vietnam’s navy for the formation of its 
first air wing.  That sale makes Viking the first 
Western aircraft manufacturer to complete 
a sale to the Vietnamese defence ministry, 
allowing it to break into the very competitive 
maritime patrol market in a very competitive 
region, as noted by Mauracher.  

Bread and Butter
Viking’s bread-and-butter remains the 
provision of original equipment manufacturing 
and customer support for the 1,300 legacy 
DHC aircraft still in service today.  Over 
300 of its 500 employees work at Victoria 
International Airport in British Columbia, either 
manufacturing Series 400 parts, legacy fleet 

spare parts or working on Turbo-Beaver and 
Turbo-Otter conversions.  Approximately 170 
of its employees work on the final assembly 
of Series 400s at Calgary International Airport 
in Alberta, although that number is growing.  
“It’s relatively easy to build one aircraft,” says 
Mauracher.  “It’s extremely difficult to build a 
company that builds aircraft.”  

Most of the Series 400 customers so far 
have been traditional Twin Otter operators.  
Some 550 of DHC’s original 844 Twin Otters 
are still flying, in 56 countries.  All of them are 
now in excess of 25 years old and some over 
40.  Viking already has cordial relationships 
with most of the operators as a result of its 
spares manufacturing.  So potential Series 400 
customers are already sitting in Viking’s lap.  

“The Twin Otter’s big advantage has always 
been its versatility,” says Mauracher.  “Four 
mechanics can change the landing gear from 
wheels to skis, or wheel-skis, in a couple of 
hours.  They can install straight or amphibious 
floats in a shift.  To install high-flotation gear, 
you just have to change the nose wheel yoke.” 

Add to this flexibility and durability – and 
the Twin Otter’s now relatively unusual STOL 
performance by virtue of its big, double-
slotted Fowler flaps and drooping ailerons 
– and you have a very practical way of moving 
two tons of freight or 19 passengers.  The 
Twin Otter officially requires a 1,200ft (366m) 
runway to clear a 50ft (15m) obstacle:  “But 
in a headwind, this thing can go straight up,” 
Mauracher notes.

So, for those who need more range and 
capacity than a helicopter can offer and who 
don’t always have to go straight up, the Twin 
Otter can do the job for just $800 per hour, he 
promises.  “There are lots of ways of calculating 
cost-per-hour, and our competitors might find 
some way to generate a lower number.  But 
I’ll stand by that $800 per hour figure.”  It 
represents roughly half the cost per hour of a 
helicopter carrying half the load.  As current 
legacy operators are already discovering, the 
best replacement for a Twin Otter may well 
be another Twin Otter.
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